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MEMO, May 30, 2006 
 
To:  George Fields 
Palmetto Conservation Foundation 
 
Fr: Steven D. Smith 
 




 This letter report is to bring you up to date on the field work we conducted at 
Blackstocks Plantation Battlefield as part of the Palmetto Conservation Foundation’s 
contribution to my Revolutionary War Research fund (Snow’s Island Fund) within the 
University of South Carolina Research Foundation.  First, let me again thank you, and the 
Palmetto Conservation Foundation for your contribution.  Through such funds, I have the 
rare flexibility to conduct “pure” research, directing my efforts wherever they can make 
the greatest long term impact and investment. 
 
 After discussing your research interests in the Blackstocks Battlefield and how 
they might overlap with my research at Snow’s Island, you will remember that we 
decided that the primary emphasis of the current effort should be focused toward 
establishing a better understanding of the Blackstocks battlefield and toward obtaining an 
archaeological sample of material culture from the battle.  Such a sample would not only 
assist your research interests in Blackstocks, but also allow me to gain an archaeological 
data base of Revolutionary War battlefield material culture that would assist me in 
comparative research at Snow’s Island.  With that in mind, the majority of our field effort 
was at Blackstocks.  Additional effort was expended in the laboratory to clean, stabilize, 
and catalog the artifacts.  Since we did not have a ‘site’ on Snow’s Island, only a minor 
field effort was conducted there as part of the on-going effort to discover Francis 
Marion’s legendary camp.  I also want to thank you for contributing your time, and your 
son’s, to mow the battlefield near the monument.   
 
Jim Legg, Michael Stoner and I conducted a two week controlled metal detector 
survey of the Blackstocks battlefield.  We also had volunteer assistance from Mr. Nathan 
Smith.  Jim and I also spent an additional field day at Snow’s Island.  Additional time 
was contributed by a GIS technician and I.  Given the primary research needs, I did not 
conduct historical research on the battle, nor did I write a detailed historic context.  
Perhaps that might be done in the future, but at this point, we felt that the funds should 
concentrate as described above.  Historic research was limited to general works familiar 
in the literature and map research, directed toward assisting our decisions as to where to 
spend our field time.  The field work was conducted the weeks of August 1, 2005, and 
January 16th, 2006.  Jim’s laboratory effort was throughout, but a concerted effort was 
conducted the week of January 23rd, 2006.  The day at Snow’s Island was also in January, 
2006. 
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Our field methods at Blackstocks Battlefield were identical to those at the 
Camden Battlefield.  The most efficient, cost effective method for battlefield survey is 
the use of metal detectors to locate military artifacts associated with the battle.  Artifacts 
such as dropped and fired ammunition, and lost military accoutrements, provide physical 
evidence of military conflict.  To do so, we used two different field methods.  The first 
method was to divide the open mowed area of the battlefield into smaller areas or blocks, 
defined by a series of pin flags.  Within each defined block, the area was surveyed by a 
metal detector operator walking transects across the block until the entire block was 
covered.  The width of each transect was approximately 1.5 meters, the distance that an 
operator could comfortably sweep the metal detector, with considerable overlap of 
transects.  In many instances, each block was swept twice, by two different operators.  
Figures 1 and 2 depict the locations of the defined blocks, numbered 1 through 16.   
 
Upon discovery of an artifact, metal detector operators stopped and immediately 
investigated any finding.  If battle related artifacts or artifacts associated in some manner 
to the colonial landscape were found, they were bagged at that time.1  Each bag was 
labeled with the area and a unique provenience number.  The location was then flagged 
using a pin-flag with the identical information on the flag.  The artifact was collected 
immediately--no artifacts were left on the battlefield overnight.  Artifacts not associated 
with the battle were returned to the soil where they were found (but see footnote).  A GPS 
technician then collected GPS position data at the location of each pin flag.  Pin flags 
remained in the ground until the data was downloaded into SCIAA’s GIS system and 
checked for adequacy and accuracy.   
 
While the mowed area of the battlefield was well defined, the areas beyond the 
mowed portion are extensive and for that matter the battlefield itself is extensive and 
unbounded at this point, except vaguely by the historic documents.  In order to explore 
the battlefield beyond the mowed area and also areas between the defined blocks within 
the mowed area, a different survey methodology was used.  This method may be 
described as a reconnaissance level investigation or a ‘search to find’ method.  
Essentially, the metal detector operators roamed the battlefield landscape searching for 
artifacts associated with the battle or the late 18th century in general.  When artifacts were 
found, they were collected, bagged, and flagged using the same system as above, and the 
landscape around the find was more thoroughly covered by one or two operators.  This 
method of coverage is admittedly subjective and portions are searched with different 
levels of intensity based on the metal detector operator’s past experience at battlefields.  
It is not intended to systematic or thorough, but allows for covering large areas in order to 
gain a general understanding of the battlefield.  Area 20, shaded in Figures 1 and 2 depict 
the area covered by this method.  This method was used on Snow’s Island also. 
 
 The primary metal detector used was a Fisher 1270.  This detector is an excellent 
machine designed for the location of artifacts associated with battlefields and has a range 
of adjustments to both increase sensitivity and discrimination of metal types depending 
on the needs of the operator. 
                                                 
1  Some non battle related artifacts dating to the 18th century, like wrought nails, were collected as they 
indicated the locations of domestic sites associated with the battlefield. 
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 Two GPS instruments were used for provenience data.  Both instruments are 
Trimble, Inc., models; a Geoexplorer, and a Geoexplorer 3.  Both are set to the following 
defaults:  1) PDOP mask, 6, 2) SNR mask, 6, 3) Elevation mask 15 degrees, and 4) 
Satellites, 4.  As a rule, 120 positions were taken for each artifact.  Pathfinder Office 
software was used for post-processing.  The GIS software used will be ArchGIS, version 
9, Suite.  Once the fieldwork was completed, a series of maps were produced noting the 
location of our survey areas, artifact locations, and artifacts location by artifact type.  
 
 The attached series of maps, along with the artifacts catalog, succinctly presents 
the results of our field work.  Figure 1, depicts the systematic search areas by number (1 
through 16) and also the reconnaissance area (Area 20) by shading.  Figure 2 presents a 
composite map of all the collected data within the mowed area.  Each artifact recovered 
and numbered on the map, is listed in the attached appendix with an assigned binomial 
catalog number.  This number consists of the area within which it was found, and then the 
number assigned within that area.  For example, artifact 02-001 was the first artifact 
found in Area 2.  The numbers on the map therefore correspond to the catalog appendix 
such that you can determine the exact location of each artifact on the map.  Figures 3 
through 9 depict the locations of diagnostic artifacts by artifact type.   
 
 While a detailed analysis is premature, some general observations can be made.  
First, the two concentrations of wrought nails in Areas 6 and 7, clearly fix two plantation 
structures that were a significant part of the battle of Blackstocks (Figures 3 and 4).  It 
should be noted that wrought nails were also found in areas 2, 3, 10, and 14 also.  Not all 
the iron readings in these latter areas were dug, so some additional wrought nails may be 
found there in the future. 
 
 Second, the pattern of the various ammunition parts, although most definitely 
affected by past relic collector activities, still imply battlefield behavior that will 
contribute to an understanding of the battle in the future.  The distribution of fired and 
unfired .75 caliber musket balls (Figures 5 and 6), the correct ammunition of the British 
Brown Bess musket, is extremely intriguing.  It is our tentative interpretation that they 
may represent the British Legion’s path during the battle, first firing at the Americans on 
the slope, and then advancing (charging?) up the toe-slope, where they stopped, formed 
in line perpendicular to that slope (Areas 2 and 14), and fired at the Americans in the 
structures on top of the hill.2  It is further speculated that this line advanced over the 
monument hill and stopped to fire at the Americans to the north again (Areas 3 and 5).  
This would explain the pattern of unfired balls at that location.  The fired rifle balls 
(Figure 7), indicating American militia riflemen’s defensive fire, also support this 
scenario (Areas 2 and 3).   
 
2 This interpretation of the Legion’s path is based on a battlefield map discovered by Michael Scoggins at 
the British National Archives (formerly PRO).  This map is not depicted here since we do not have use 












































Figure 9  Unfired .69 Musket Balls in Mowed Area. 
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Two Brown Bess musket parts were also found in Area 14, which provide additional 
artifact evidence of the British line. 
 
 We cannot explain the lack of finds in the broad expanse between Areas 5 and 6, 
or in Areas 8 and 9.  Although the battlefield has been relic collected over the years, 
given the fact that there still remain artifacts in areas 2, 3, 5, 10, 14, and 15, it is 
reasonable to assume that at least one or two balls would have been found in Areas 5 and 
6 during our effort—if the battle flowed through those areas.  Thus, until additional work 
can be done, we must hypothesize that there was little battle activity in this area, despite 
it being the logical location for the British 63rd Regiment’s advance against the 
Americans.   
 
 Third, there is a small concentration of artifacts to the west of the hills across the 
creek (Figure 1).  A small toe is located at this point but does not show on the map.  We 
understand that relic collectors have found several unfired .75 caliber balls at this location 
(Charles Baxley, personal communication) and our two fired rifle balls and one fire 
musket ball would indicate that this was also a British position.  This may be a remnant 
of the 63rd’s maneuvers. 
 
 Fourth, there is a small concentration of artifacts to the east of the main battlefield 
mowed area (Figure 1).  This probably indicates an American position or camp.   
 
 Fifth, our reconnaissance level survey found surprisingly little, almost nothing, to 
the south of the mowed area, across the creek, and in the general direction of the 
supposed British advance.  This can not be explained either.  We would have 
hypothesized at least one or two fired rifle balls from American fire.  It is possible that 
the landscape there is extremely eroded and evidence of the battlefield is buried in the 
creek valley soils, below the range of our detectors.   
 
 Sixth, we found almost no evidence of American presence at the very top of the 
hill ridge line, except one dropped rifle ball (Figure 1 and 2) and a scatter of unfired rifle 
balls and .69 caliber balls (Figures 8 and 9).  This data is very tentative but it is possible 
that these distributions support the possibility of the Americans starting out on the slopes 
of the southern hill and retreating to the structures during the battle.  Our survey was at 
the reconnaissance level, so there may still be some artifact evidence up there.   
 
 Of course, being archeologists, we will always recommend further work as funds 
become available.  We believe that the next priority is down slope north and northwest of 
Area 6.  Only one block (Area 11) was done in this area and nothing was found.  Again, 
relic collectors indicate that artifacts have been found in this area in the past.  The area is 
currently in heavy growth, so not even a reconnaissance level investigation is an option 
until the area is cleared. 
 
 For the record, our day at Snow’s Island consisted of a reconnaissance level 
investigation of a portion of high ground on the interior of the island.  Nothing was found 
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indicating Marion’s camp.  Thus we have at this time no comparative materials to assist 
us in our research. 
 
 The artifacts are listed in the catalog attached to this report.  Some interesting 
artifacts are illustrated in Figures 10, 11, 12, 13 and 14.  Figure 10 depicts a group of 
unfired musket and rifle balls recovered from the battlefield. Figure 11 and 12 depict 
fired balls and Figure 13 is an especially intriguing ball.  This ball has a concave impact 
mark and indications that it hit fiber or hair.  One possible explanation is that it hit a 


















Figure 10  Unfired balls, from top left to right, buckshot, probable rifle balls (2), 69 






















































































Figure 14  Musket Parts, upper left swivel (Brown Bess), sear, lower right cap (Brown 





BLACKSTOCKS  BATTLEFIELD  CATALOG   
 
 
NUMBER DESCRIPTION QTY. 
   
01 001 001 Lead shot, fired, 29.9g, wood and soil impact (.75 cal. musket ball, 
p.d. .693”). 
1 
02 001 001 Lead shot, unfired, .683,” 30.0g, rolled, with powder stains (.75 
cal. musket ball).   
1 
02 002 001 Lead shot, unfired, .556,” 16.4g (probable rifle ball).  1 
02 003 001 Lead shot, badly chewed, 28.0g but possibly underweight (.75 cal. 
musket ball, p.d. .678”).  
1 
02 004 001 Wrought nail. 1 
02 005 001 Lead shot, partially chewed, 27.8g but possibly underweight (.75 
cal. musket ball, p.d. .676”). 
1 
02 006 001 Wrought nail. 1 
02 007 001 Lead shot, unfired, .690,” 30.3g, rolled, with powder strains (.75 
cal. musket ball).  
1 
02 008 001 Lead shot, fired, 17.5g, with strong impact impressions of wool (?) 
and a cylindrical object (probable rifle ball, p.d. .579”).    
1 
02 009 001 Lead shot, fired, 7.6g, wood impact (probable rifle ball, p.d. 
.439”). 
1 
02 010 001 Lead shot, unfired, chewed, .697,” 29.9g (.75 cal. musket ball). 1 
02 011 001 Lead shot, fired, 3.4g, clear rifling/patch marks (rifle ball, p.d. 
.336).  
1 
02 012 001 Button, South Type 9, 11.8mm, brass with silver plate, shank 
missing.  
1 
02 013 001 Melted lead, 6.4g 1 
02 014 001 Lead shot, fired, 8.1g, rifling marks, soil impact, completely 
flattened (rifle ball, p.d. .448”).   
1 
03 001 001 Lead shot, unfired, .687,” 30.1g, rolled (.75 cal. musket ball). 1 
03 002 001 Ramrod pipe, cast brass with one pin hole, length 31.1mm, bore 
dia. About 7.8mm (not British Land Pattern – civilian?).   
1 
03 003 001 Lead shot, fired, 1.9g (buck shot, p.d. .276”). 1 
03 004 001 Wrought nail. 1 
03 005 001 Wrought horse shoe fragment. 1 
03 006 001 Lead shot, fired, 11.8g, with rifling/patch marks (rifle ball, p.d. 
.508”). 
1 
03 007 001 Lead shot, unfired, .688,” 29.5g, rolled, with powder stains (.75 
cal. musket ball).  
1 
03 008 001 Lead shot, fired, 7.3g, soil impact (probable rifle ball, p.d. .433”).    1 
03 009 001 Lead shot, fired, 4.2g, with patch marks (?), wood impact, 




04  No artifacts recovered. 1 
05 001 001 Modern shot – discarded. 1 
05 002 001 Lead shot, unfired, .684,” 29.4g, with minor rodent knawing 
(rolled?) (.75 cal. musket ball). 
1 
05 003 001 Lead shot, unfired, .637,” 22.8g (.69 cal. musket ball).  1 
05 004 001 Lead shot, fired, 29.1g (.75 cal. musket ball, p.d. .686”).  1 
05 006 001 Lead shot, unfired, partially chewed, about .600” but crude, 18.8g 
(probable rifle ball). 
1 
05 007 001 Lead shot, unfired, .300,” 2.3g  (buckshot – may have originated 
with 05 003 001in a buck and ball cartridge).     
1 
06 001 001 Wrought nail. 1 
06 001 002 White saltglazed stoneware sherd. 1 
06 002 001 Wrought nail. 1 
06 003 001 Pocket knife spring fragment, iron. 1 
06 004 001 Wrought horse shoe nail. 1 
06 005 001 Wrought nail shaft. 1 
06 006 001  Wrought nail shaft. 1 
06 007 001 Wrought horse shoe nail. 1 
06 008 001 Wrought nail shaft. 1 
06 009 001 Wrought horse shoe nail. 1 
06 010 001 Wrought nail. 1 
06 011 001 Wrought horse shoe nail. 1 
06 012 001 Wrought nail. 1 
06 013 001 Iron knife shank. 1 
06 014 001 Pewter shot, fired, 4.1g, badly exfoliated, original dia. about .44” 
(probable rifle ball). 
1 
06 015 001 Iron knife shank. 1 
06 016 001 Melted lead, 16.7g.  1 
06 017 001 Wrought nail. 1 
06 018 001 Wrought nail. 1 
06 019 001 Wrought nail. 1 
06 020 001 Wrought iron frame buckle, about 30x35mm. 1 
07 001 001 Wrought nail. 1 
07 002 001 Flintlock sear, iron. 1 
07 003 001 Lead shot, unfired, .449,” 8.2g, light tooth marks (probable rifle 
ball).  
1 
07 004 001  Wrought nail. 1 
07 005 001 Wrought nail. 1 
07 006 001 Wrought nail. 1 
07 007 001 Wrought nail shaft. 1 
07 008 001 Wrought nail. 1 
07 009 001 Wrought nail. 1 
07 010 001 Wrought nail. 1 
07 011 001 Wrought nail. 1 
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07 012 001 Brass strap guide fragment with iron attachment nail. 1 
07 013 001 Wrought nail. 1 
07 013 002 Wrought nail shaft. 1 
07 013 003 Wrought spike. 1 
07 014 001 Wrought horse shoe fragment. 1 
07 015 001 Wrought nail shaft. 1 
07 015 002 Blue-edged pearlware sherd. 1 
07 016 001 Wrought nail. 1 
07 017 001 Wrought nail. 1 
07 018 001 Wrought nail shaft. 1 
07 019 001 Wrought horse shoe nail. 1 
07 020 001 Wrought nail. 1 
07 021 001 Wrought nail. 1 
07 022 001 Wrought nail, clenched. 1 
07 022 002 Iron two-tine fork fragment. 1 
07 023 001 Wrought nail. 1 
07 024 001 Wrought nail. 1 
07 024 002  Melted lead, 3.5g. 1 
07 025 001 Wrought nail. 1 
07 026 001 Wrought nail. 1 
07 027 001 Wrought nail. 1 
07 028 001   Wrought nail. 1 
07 029 001 Wrought nail. 1 
07 029 002 Wrought nail shaft. 1 
07 030 001 Wrought nail, clenched. 1 
07 031 001 Wrought nail shaft, clenched. 1 
07 032 001 Pearlware sherd, plain. 1 
08 No artifacts recovered. 1 
09 No artifacts recovered. 1 
10 001 001 Lead shot, fired, 19.5g, wood (?) impact (probable rifle ball, p.d. 
.600”).  
1 
10 002 001 Lead shot, unfired, .690,” 29.9g, rolled (.75 cal. musket ball).  1 
10 003 001 Wrought nail. 1 
11 No artifacts recovered. 1 
12  No artifacts recovered. 1 
13 001 001 Shoe buckle fragment, copper alloy with silver wash, elaborate 
pierced decoration, width of buckle 46.5mm, length indeterminate. 
1 
13 002 001 Lead shot, fired, 30.2g, soil impact (.75 cal. musket ball, p.d. 
.695”). 
1 
13 003 001 Button, South Type 9, 15.1mm, brass with silver plate, with struck 
and chased floral design, shank missing. 
1 
14 001 001 British musket nose cap, brass, partially crushed. 1 
14 002 001 Lead shot, fired, 3.3g (probable buck shot, p.d. .332”). 1 
14 003 001 Lead shot, unfired, .686,” 29.4g, rolled (.75 cal. musket ball).  1 
14 004 001 Wrought nail, clenched, heavily burned. 1 
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14 005 001 Wrought iron frame buckle, 26.7x32mm. 1 
14 006 001 Lead shot, unfired, .688,” 30.0g, rolled (.75 cal. musket ball).  1 
14 007 001 Wrought nail. 1 
14 008 001 Lead shot, unfired, partially chewed, .688,” 29.9g, rolled? (.75 cal. 
musket ball). 
1 
14 009 001 Lead shot, unfired, .689,” 29.7g, rolled, with powder stain (.75 cal. 
musket ball). 
1 
14 010 001 Lead shot, unfired, .685,” 29.8g, rolled (.75 cal. musket ball). 1 
14 011 001 Melted Lead, 4.8g. 1 
14 012 001 Lead shot, badly chewed, 14.1g (probable rifle ball, p.d. .539” if 
complete). 
1 
14 013 001 Lead shot, fired, 29.8g, wood impact (.75 cal. ball, p.d. .692”) 1 
14 014 001 Copper alloy coin weight, 18th century, a rectangular plate, 
21x14.2mm, stamped “LS 3I2,” solder mark on reverse.  
1 
14 015 001 British musket sling swivel, iron, about 70% complete. 1 
14 016 001 Lead shot, fired, 29.3g, soil impact  (.75 cal. musket ball, p.d. 
.688”). 
1 
15 001 001 Lead shot, fired, 29.1g, large sprue mark (not rolled), wood(?) 
impact (.75 cal. musket ball, p.d. .686”). 
1 
15 002 001 Lead shot, unfired, .694,” 29.5g, rolled (.75 cal. musket ball).  1 
15 003 001 Lead shot, unfired, .684,” 29.5g, rolled, with powder stain (.75 cal. 
musket ball). 
1 
15 004 001 Lead shot, fired, 3.2g, clear patch marks, wood (?) impact (rifle 
ball, p.d. .329”). 
1 
15 005 001 Wrought horse shoe, about 60% complete. 1 
16 No artifacts recovered. 1 
17 Not used. 1 
18  Not used. 1 
19 Not used. 1 
20 001 001 Lead shot, fired, 3.7g, clear rifling/patch marks (rifle ball, p.d. 
.345”). 
1 
20 002 001 Lead shot sprue or shot cut from cylindrical stock, 1.2g. 1 
20 003 001 Lead shot, badly shewed, 13.0g (probable rifle ball, p.d. .525”). 1 
20 004 001 Lead shot, fired, 29.8g, wood(?) impact (.75 cal. musket ball, p.d. 
.692).  
1 
20 005 001 Lead shot, fired, 16.6g, clear rifling/patch marks, soil/rock impact 
(rifle ball, p.d. .569”).   
1 
20 006 001 Lead shot, fired, 3.6g (buckshot or rifle ball, p.d. .342”).  1 
20 007 001 Lead shot, badly chewed, 29.6g (.75 cal. musket ball, p.d. .690”). 1 
20 008 001 Sheet lead object, apparently a flint grip rolled into a cylinder, 
6.0g. 
1 
20 009 001 Lead shot, fired, 18.2g, clear rifling/patch marks, wood(?) impact 
(rifle ball, p.d. .587”).  
1 




21 002 001 Creamware sherd, plain. (From George Fields). 1 
21 003 001 White saltglazed stoneware sherd. (From George Fields). 1 
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
